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Abstract: European balancing markets are presently fragmented and mostly national. Integrating them on common platforms
requires the ability to identify optimal balancing energy volumes to be activated and exchanged to cover imbalances across the
interconnected system, but this leads to new challenges. To avoid balancing energy flows compromising operational security,
capacity limitations in the transmission network should be taken into account in the optimisation. However, a zonal market
structure and limited computational time inhibit using detailed models in the optimisation. This study describes and
demonstrates a distributed formulation for optimisation of activation and exchange of balancing energy. Using Benders
decomposition, the optimisation is separated into local activation problems that are smaller and less complex, distributing the
computational effort. A single exchange problem identifies the optimal exchange volumes between geographical areas using
optimality cuts obtained in the local subproblems. The proposed formulation is capable of optimising balancing decisions across
a large, interconnected system, while still keeping a zonal market structure and taking detailed network constraints into account.

 Nomenclature
Indices

a, n balancing area
b balancing energy bid
i, j node
k optimality cut
p exchange scenario

Parameters

λan
k shadow cost on exchange from area a to n in cut k

Xan available cross-zonal capacity from area a to n
Yb capacity of bid b
Φil PTDF from node i to line l
σa

k value at zero exchange of cut k for area a
Fl, Fl remaining transmission capacities on line l
Ail adjacency of node i to line l
Cb activation price for bid b
Da balancing energy demand in area a
Di balancing energy demand in node i
Fa

p cost of situation p in upper bound calculation

Xan
p exchange from area a to neighbour n in situation p

Sets

A areas
ℬa balancing bids located in area a
ℬi balancing bids located at node i
ℐa nodes, including external, in area a
ℐa

ext external nodes representing neighbours of area a
Ka optimality cuts for area a
ℒa lines considered for area a
Na neighbouring areas to a
Pa exchange situations evaluated for area a

Variables

αp weight of situation p in upper bound calculation
λi marginal energy price in node i
θa estimated balancing cost in area a
Fa evaluated balancing cost in area a
f l power flow on line l
xan exchange from area a to area n
yb activated volume from bid b
za activated volume in area a

Specifiers
↓ downward direction
↑ upward direction

1 Introduction
European power markets are in the process of integration, and
significant progress has already been made in coupling the
different day-ahead and intraday markets. For the balancing
markets, platforms for integration of balancing services are
currently being developed as part of the implementation of new
Network Codes and Guidelines. The new pan-European markets
for balancing energy provide opportunities to better coordinate
balancing actions and exchange of balancing energy across
borders. Among the objectives is increasing social welfare by
enhancing competition and utilising balancing resources more
efficiently [1]. The platforms being established for each of the
standardised balancing products [2–4] largely share the same
fundamental operational philosophy. Collecting balancing energy
bids from all participating transmission system operators (TSOs)
on a continuous basis, the platforms aim to identify the best
decisions in terms of activation, exchange, and imbalance netting
to cover the expected imbalances in each area of the system. Such
an optimisation allows the least expensive balancing bids to be
used as far as allowed by transmission capacities.

Since power flows due to balancing are determined by the
locations of imbalances and the activated reserves, electricity
balancing is inseparably intertwined with congestion management.
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The European power market has a zonal structure, where existing
day-ahead and intraday markets have been coupled either through
net transfer capacities or using the flow-based methodology [5].
Such mechanisms address congestion between – but not within –
zones, and without knowledge of the reserve location, the impacts
of activations on network congestion are unforeseeable.
Consequently, there is a conflict between, on the one hand
facilitating a zonal approach to balancing, that allows the
integration of large areas and many countries, and on the other
hand the necessary consideration of intra-zonal grid constraints.
The proposed solution is bid filtering [3], a concept for which
methods are yet to be formalised. However, the availability of the
bids depends on the final flows, which are unknown. Thus, pre-
determination of which bids are available and which not will either
be too restrictive, which increases costs, or too liberal, which may
threaten system security.

The methodology described in this paper contrasts these earlier
proposals. With the hypothesis that the inefficiencies of bid
filtering can be avoided while keeping a zonal market structure,
this paper aims to demonstrate a new approach to handling intra-
zonal congestion in the upcoming pan-European balancing
markets. The key idea is the development of a distributed market
clearing structure. Decomposing the interconnected power system
into smaller network areas, complexity is greatly reduced and the
computational effort can be parallelised, allowing for detailed
network considerations within each area. Interaction with a central
master problem is handled through optimality cuts, without
information on individual bids or network constraints. The
mathematical techniques used to decompose and solve the
distributed problem are well-established in literature, but the
European balancing activation optimisation comprises a new
context and application of these methods.

The distributed formulation presented in this paper is subject to
a few key assumptions. Firstly, the formulation is convex with
linear constraints. Some of the European balancing markets being
implemented [3, 4] will likely allow indivisible and linked bids,
whereas at least one [2] will not. With integer decisions, the
solution algorithm would likely perform worse in terms of
convergence due to weaker optimality cuts being generated from
MILP subproblems. Benchmarking computational performance
and convergence rate analysis of different models is outside the
scope of this article, but in general, linear programs can be solved
quickly, also for systems of considerable size. Still, even if
computationally tractable within the limited available operational
time, a centralised nodal optimisation on the full system would
challenge dispatch autonomy, which is a contentious issue in
Europe, and require closer harmonisation between areas, and
possibly also require a system-wide transition to nodal pricing.
Including integer decisions increases computational effort
significantly and inhibits a full nodal approach in real time.
Moreover, the decomposed formulation represents a hybrid nodal/
zonal approach. Each subsystem considers a simplified
representation of the transmission grid in neighbouring areas, and
the transport model in the zonal master problem is unable to
account for loop flows in a meshed topology. This is a notable
shortcoming compared to a full nodal model, nevertheless it is the
concept being implemented in the upcoming balancing platforms.

Section 2 describes established design principles for the
integrated European balancing markets, as well as earlier
approaches to balancing optimisation and distributed market
clearing. In Section 3, the details of the optimisation and solution
procedure are described, including master and subproblem
formulations, and calculation of cuts and bounds. The methodology
is applied on a test system in Section 4, demonstrating the steps in
the method and providing a numerical example. The implications
and unsolved challenges indicating areas for further work are
discussed in Section 5, leading to the conclusions in Section 6.

2 Background
In the balancing market, three main parties interact to maintain the
balance between generation and consumption in the power system.
Balance responsible parties (BRPs) failing to counteract

imbalances within their perimeter, thereby not meeting their
scheduled positions, impose imbalances on the system. The
necessary adjustments to mitigate the resulting system imbalance
are coordinated by the TSO through activation of balancing energy.
This energy is delivered through bids by balancing service
providers (BSPs) holding reserve capacity. [In European Network
of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E)
terms, balancing activation is part of the frequency restoration and
reserve replacement processes. Reserves activated for balancing
energy are correspondingly frequency restoration reserve or
replacement reserve products, comparable to secondary and tertiary
control reserves.]. To cover imbalances, the TSO activates as many
bids as needed from the merit order list of balancing energy bids.
In an imbalance settlement mechanism, the BRPs causing
imbalances by deviating from their schedules are penalised, and
thereby the BRPs indirectly pay BSPs for the activated balancing
energy [6].

Several studies have indicated the benefits of European
balancing market integration [6–9], and key market design aspects
have been set through the development and implementation of new
network codes. These codes, developed by the ENTSO-E establish
common rules and regulations for the European power markets.
Specifically, the Guideline on Electricity Balancing [1] aims to
enable and facilitate exchange of balancing energy. It requires
balancing services to be harmonised into Standard Products for
balancing energy, and outlines a market structure based on a
common merit order list, consisting of balancing bids from all
TSOs. An activation optimisation function optimises activation and
imbalance netting actions to satisfy the imbalance needs of each
TSO, subject to available cross-zonal transmission capacities.

The future European balancing market will have a zonal
structure, largely following national borders. Three implementation
projects [2–4] all currently develop common platforms for cross-
border balancing in accordance with this high-level design, with
cross-zonal capacities preventing congestion between market areas.
The appetite for nodal approaches in Europe is limited, and in any
case they would meet challenges due to problem size. Rather, in [1]
handling intra-zonal constraints through bid filtering is proposed,
i.e. TSOs may flag a bid unavailable and withhold it from the
common merit order list if its activation would cause internal
congestion. As the severity of intra-zonal congestion varies
between different European countries, and a common standard bid
filtering methodology is not expected.

Bid filtering in zonal balancing markets has not received
widespread attention in scientific literature. The algorithm
developed in [10] enumerates a range of different requests for
balancing energy exchange from neighbouring zones. The method
uses power flow analyses to detect whether a bid would need to be
skipped to avoid congestion for each of the considered flow
outcomes. The algorithm only considers one neighbouring zone at
a time, whereas balancing market outcomes would often instruct
balancing energy exchange on multiple zonal borders. Such flow
combinations (including transit flows) load the network differently,
and the method in [11] considers simultaneous balancing energy
flow to multiple neighbours. An important finding is that bid
filtering alone cannot provide any guarantee against intra-zonal
congestion, and that additional measures will sometimes be
necessary.

Closely related problems and techniques also been studied for
US electricity markets, where traditional reserve requirements are
based on deterministic reserve zones. When disregarding the grid
location of reserves procured within a zone, there is a risk that the
procured reserves are ineffective against intra-zonal congestion
[12]. And just as in the zonal European balancing market, all
reserves within a zone are assumed to have equal shift factors on
critical lines, and the true deliverability of the procured reserves
will be imprecise. To ensure adequate volumes and locations of
operating reserves, Lyon et al. [13] demonstrates a locational
reserve disqualification method taking into account a range of
distinct contingency scenarios.

Regardless of its implementation, there are obvious drawbacks
with the bid filtering approach. The impact of a bid activation on
congestion depends on the exchange situation, which is unknown
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before the outcome of the European activation optimisation. Under
unforeseeable flow conditions, TSOs need to evaluate a range of
possible exchange flow outcomes. In order to be robust against
internal congestion, TSOs would need to withhold a bid even when
its activation causes congestion only under specific exchange
situations, potentially reducing both social welfare and security of
supply. Making such a bid available, however, incurs the risk of
congestion, and even when manageable through urgent redispatch,
the price signals from the optimisation would still be incorrect.
Without an adequate representation of the transmission grid,
internal congestion can hardly be prevented efficiently.

Balancing activation optimisation models in literature often
comprise linear programs covering a firm imbalance demand at
minimum activation cost [8, 9]. Being a form of real-time dispatch,
they are sometimes based on DC optimal power flow (DCOPF)
formulations [14]. Some models extend the basic formulations into
scheduling models, taking into account multiple time periods,
which requires more detailed constraints regarding e.g. ramping
and duration of delivery [15, 16], or even multiple balancing
products or stochastic imbalances [17]. Other models [3, 4, 18]
have introduced elasticity in the imbalance demand and resemble
more traditional market clearing models. All such models share
similar structures with either unit commitment or economic
dispatch models, with network representations ranging from copper
plate to nodal models.

Distributed algorithms have been developed decades ago to
efficiently solve OPF (optimal power flow) problems on very large
networks. The most common methodology in literature revolves
around decomposing a large economic dispatch problem into
smaller subproblems representing different areas in the network,
creating duplicate dummy variables on the borders. The individual
network areas are linked through coupling constraints in a central
coordination problem. Often, (augmented) Lagrangian relaxation is
applied to these coupling constraints, allowing for solving one
smaller economic dispatch problem per area [19–22]. Rather than
dualising all coupling constraints in the objective function and
solving an auxiliary problem to update the Lagrangian multipliers,
the authors in [23, 24] apply optimality condition decomposition
on a multiarea OPF problem, a closely related but more
sophisticated technique. Here, complicating constraints are kept,
but in separate subproblems, resulting in automatic multiplier
updates.

Benders decomposition [25] has been widely applied to solve
problems with complicating variables. A master problem proposes
candidate values for these variables, which are considered fixed
parameters in the subproblems. Optimality (and sometimes also
feasibility) cuts generated by subproblems are added as constraints
to the master problem, iteratively refining the feasibility space until
decision variables converge to their optimal values. In the context
of power system optimisation, integer decisions such as investment
or unit commitment are often considered the complicating
variables, and subproblems typically comprise linear programs
evaluating the minimum cost given a candidate set of decisions.
Thus, the method has been widely used together in combination
with OPF to solve two-stage problems, including (stochastic) unit
commitment and expansion planning [23].

Even more relevant to this paper are efforts to solve large OPF
problems using Benders decomposition. In [26], the total power
output in each subnetwork is considered a complicating variable,
and subproblems optimising smaller areas are computed in parallel.

A decentralised OPF solution is found in [27] by duplicating
exchange variables at the subnetwork boundaries and solving
individual-area OPFs, while coordinating the values of these
variables using a line search in a centralised problem. Another kind
of primal decomposition is applied to a large-scale OPF in [28],
abstracting neighbouring network areas into so-called marginal
equivalents, solving area-dispatch subproblems, and coordinating
information on binding constraints and free variables. The
decomposition algorithm proposed in this paper is similar, but
adopts the methodology to the context of the integrated balancing
market, which shares a structure similar to the multi-area OPF
problem.

3 Methodology
The objective of the balancing energy activation problem can be
seen as finding the cost-minimising set of bid activations to cover
the imbalances of all TSOs, while respecting the relevant
constraints, including limitations on network flows. Keeping a high
level of detail in the network representation, this procedure
decomposes the problem into separate subproblems per balancing
area. Each subproblem calculates the activation cost in its area
taking into account the local imbalance and an assumed set of
balancing energy exchange flows, comprising an exchange
scenario. A master problem aims to minimise total balancing costs
by finding the optimal exchange volumes between all pairs of
neighbouring areas, subject to cross-zonal capacities. The master
problem needs no information on bids or intra-zonal network
constraints. Rather, solutions of the subproblems are used to
generate optimality cuts in the master problem, providing an
approximate supply function representing the true balancing
activation in each area under feasible flow conditions. These cuts
can be added iteratively, thereby refining the cost function
representations close to the exchange volumes proposed by the
master problem. They can also be pre-generated by solving the
subproblems for a multitude of different exchange situations,
thereby reducing the number of iterations or providing a near-
optimal solution a single iteration.

Different geographical zones of the interconnected system are
represented as single-area systems. For each bidding zone, the
single-area system consists of a detailed model of the internal
network, while disregarding the network structure inside
neighbouring areas. This allows each neighbouring area to be
represented by a single external node (as in [20]), and transmission
lines between the areas are considered to be connected to this node,
cf. Fig. 1. 

3.1 Single-area subproblem

The subproblem (SP) (1)–(5) comprises a dispatch model, and
largely follows a DCOPF structure. The set ℐa contains all internal
and external nodes associated with single-area system a. The
subproblem assumes knowledge of the need for balancing energy
Di in each node i ∈ ℐa. For external nodes, this value denotes a
specific cross-zonal balancing energy exchange program. The
corresponding set of lines comprises ℒa, and an adjacency matrix
contains parameters Ail, equalling 1 or  − 1 if line l is directed out
of or into node i, respectively, and zero otherwise. The power
transfer distribution factors (PTDFs) Φil describe the linearised
relationship between a power injection in node i on the flow in line

Fig. 1  Example single-area system consisting of internal nodes and external nodes representing neighbouring areas
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l. Furthermore, each line l ∈ ℒa has a lower and upper
(bidirectional) flow capacity limit, Fl, Fl, given as the residual
between the rated capacity and the initial flow on the line. All bids
b ∈ ℬa have an associated capacity limit Yb and also an activation
cost Cb, given by the bid prices for upward bids ℬ↑ and for
downward bids ℬ↓. The set of bids located at node i is denoted by
ℬi

↑ / ↓ .
The objective in (1) is to find optimal activation volumes yb to

minimise the activation cost Fa in area a. The equality constraint in
(2) ensures energy balance and flow conservation in each node of
the system, while (3) sets the balancing energy flow f l on each line
based on the nodal net injections and the node-to-line PTDFs.
These flow restrictions could easily be extended to include
combinations of lines or other network elements. Bid capacities
and available line capacities are given in (4) and (5). Note that
selecting bids through cost minimisation does not inhibit
compensating activated bids with a marginal (clearing) price, but it
does imply that supply costs – and not only TSO payments – are
minimised

(SP) min
f , y

Fa(D) = ∑
b ∈ ℬa

Cbyb (1)

s . t . ∑
b ∈ ℬi

↑
yb − ∑

b ∈ ℬi
↓
yb − ∑

l ∈ ℒa

Ail f l = Di, i ∈ ℐa (2)

f l − ∑
i ∈ ℐa

Φil ∑
b ∈ ℬi

↑
yb − ∑

b ∈ ℬi
↓
yb − Di = 0, l ∈ ℒa (3)

0 ≤ yb ≤ Yb, b ∈ ℬa (4)

Fl ≤ f l ≤ Fl, l ∈ ℒa (5)

3.2 Generating cuts

For the problem of identifying optimal exchange volumes, the aim
is to build an approximation of balancing costs for each area with
respect to exchange volumes to neighbouring areas. Denoting by y∗

an optimal balancing dispatch found in (SP) for balancing
exchange volumes D0, and by λi the shadow prices of the energy
balance constraints in (2), a subgradient to the cost function Fa in
terms of exchange volumes Di to neighbouring areas represented
by nodes ℐa

ext is given as

Fa ≥ ∑
b ∈ ℬa

Cbyb
∗ + ∑

i ∈ ℐa
ext

λi(Di − Di
0) (6)

Since (SP) is convex, an outer approximation of Fa with respect to
changes in imbalance needs Di can be made based on the
subgradient. By setting the parameter λan

k = λi for the relevant
corresponding exchange nodes, a supporting hyperplane k to the
estimated balancing cost θa in the master problem can be expressed
as a linear constraint in terms of the exchange variables xan

θa ≥ σa
k + ∑

n ∈ Na

λan
k xan, (7)

where

σa
k = ∑

b ∈ ℬa

Cbyb
∗ − ∑

i ∈ ℐa
ext

λiDi
0

(8)

3.3 Multi-area master problem

The master problem (MP) searches for optimal exchange values
xan to minimise the sum of all estimated balancing activation costs
θa in (9). To satisfy its energy balance (10), each area a can cover

its demand Da for balancing energy through import or through local
activation za. For each area a and its neighbours n, limits on
exchange are imposed in (11), and (12) couples exchange decisions
in different directions. Finally, (13) applies the supporting
hyperplanes (7) calculated from solutions of the subproblems,
providing lower bounds on the balancing activation costs in each
area

(MP) min
θ, x, z

∑
a ∈ A

θa (9)

s . t . za − ∑
n ∈ Na

xan = Da, a ∈ A (10)

xan ≤ Xan, a ∈ A, n ∈ Na (11)

xan + xna = 0, a ∈ A, n ∈ Na (12)

σa
k + ∑

n ∈ Na

λan
k xan ≤ θa, a ∈ A, k ∈ Ka (13)

3.4 Iterative solution procedure

The problem can be solved by iteratively solving the master
problem and each of the subproblems. The cost-minimising
exchange volumes and estimated balancing costs from (MP) will
be passed on to the subproblems as parameters, which evaluate the
true balancing costs for these volumes, and if necessary add new
cuts to refine the cost function representations in the master
problem. Thus, the iterative solution procedure adds new balancing
cost information in each iteration, until the cost estimate is proved
to be valid. This is elegant and efficient, since the complexity of a
sufficient balancing cost approximation will be limited.

Step 1: In the first iteration, initialise exchange volumes, xan
∗ = 0,

for a ∈ A, n ∈ Na. Let θa
∗ = − ∞ for a ∈ A. Create empty sets Ka

for a ∈ A. In later iterations, solve (MP). Retrieve proposed
exchange xan

∗  and estimated balancing costs θa
∗.

Step 2: For each area a: Set demand Di in exchange nodes i ∈ ℐa
ext

equal to proposed exchange xan
∗ . Solve (SP), let optimal solution be

y∗ with objective function value Fa
∗. If Fa

∗ > θa
∗, add a new cut k to

Ka as in (7).
Step 3: If ∑a Fa

∗ ≤ ∑a θa
∗ + ϵ, or if no cuts were added, the

exchange values xan
∗  are optimal. Else, go to step 1.

The iterative solution procedure is able to prove optimality with a
finite number of cuts. At the same time, communication is required
between the coordinating platform and the distributed entities
providing new cuts in each iteration. Not only is the iterative
method vulnerable to communication delays, also the number of
iterations required to converge may be highly uncertain, as it
depends on the problem instance (and the choice of tolerance gap
ϵ). Finally, the time necessary to solve the single-area subproblems
may differ greatly between TSOs and with different input values.
An iterative procedure could be vulnerable to one or more slow-
solving subproblems, although this can partly be guarded against
by making the algorithm asynchronous, as in [29].

3.5 Two-step solution procedure

Another approach would be to pre-generate a set of cuts
representing the balancing cost function in each area. By pre-
generating cuts and submitting them all at once, the
communication is simplified, and the computational workload to
solve the subproblems is moved ahead of the platform
optimisation. A straightforward cut pre-generation strategy could
be to evaluate the Fa for a structured (regular or rectilinear) grid of
different sets of values for xan, n ∈ Na, and add a new cut
whenever Fa exceeds all lower bounds given by previously
generated cuts. Using a structured grid also enables calculating
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upper bounds on Fa using multivariate interpolation between the
evaluated points. Solving (MP) with a set of pre-generated cuts
will yield proposed exchange values xan

∗ . However, with incomplete
outer approximations of the true cost functions, there is a
possibility that the corresponding estimated balancing costs θa will
be an underestimation. Pre-generating a large amount of cuts for
each subsystem will reduce this risk, but without further iterations
in the solution procedure, the cost function representation will not
be refined, and a global optimum will not be guaranteed.

3.6 Upper bounds

For the system as a whole, the objective function value of (MP) in
each iteration serves as a lower bound on the true balancing costs.
Correspondingly, the sum of all evaluated balancing costs ∑a Fa
for any given set of exchange flows xan, n ∈ Na represents the cost
of a feasible solution and is thus a valid upper bound for the total
balancing costs.

Fig. 2 demonstrates the calculation of upper and lower bounds
for the cost function Fa of a single area. For each single-area
subproblem, lower bounds on Fa are formed by the so-far
generated optimality cuts. Moreover, each cut coincides with the
true cost function Fa for the specific exchange flows xan, n ∈ Na
for which it is calculated. If denoting by p ∈ Pa the different
exchange scenarios for which (SP) has been evaluated with costs
Fa

p and exchange volumes Xan
p , upper bounds on Fa can be

observed as the facets of the lower convex hull containing points
Pa. The bound value Fa

UB(x) along the facets can be found as the
minimum cost convex combination (14)–(17) of the evaluated

scenarios p. For a specific scenario with exchange volumes
xan, n ∈ Na

(UB) min
α

Fa
UB = ∑

p ∈ Pa

αpFa
p

(14)

∑
p ∈ Pa

αpxan
p = xan, n ∈ Na (15)

∑
p ∈ Pa

αp = 1 (16)

0 ≤ αp ≤ 1, p ∈ Pa (17)

4 Numerical example
4.1 System description

To improve understanding of the proposed methodology, this
section demonstrates the distributed optimisation on a very
simplified scale. Three different power system models represent
subsystems (corresponding to balancing areas) in a larger,
interconnected test system, as shown in Fig. 3. The test system
areas carry names NO1, NO2, and SE3, and are indexed as areas 1,
2, and 3.

Area NO1 is represented by a 6-bus system from [30], NO2 by
the IEEE 14-bus system, and SE3 by the IEEE 9-bus system. Key
information on the subsystem models is summarised in Tables 1
and 2. The models are inhomogeneous, yet this poses no issues
under the simplifying assumptions of network decomposition and
flow in neighbouring areas. This inhomogeneity also illustrates a
flexibility advantage in that TSOs are not required to align the level
of detail in the models used for evaluating balancing costs.

Exchange between areas is limited by remaining cross-zonal
capacities, which are directional and asymmetric due to utilisation
in other markets. Moreover, each area needs to cover a local
imbalance, either through exchange or local activation.

4.2 Implementation

The iterative solution procedure has been implemented as a Python
library, in particular leveraging modelling functionality from the
Pyomo framework [31]. Subproblems are managed and solved with
functionality from PyPower, which is based on the Matpower
toolbox [32].

4.3 Solution

The iterative solution procedure is used in this example. In each
iteration, the exchange volumes proposed by the master problem
are added as additional demand at the nodes in each subsystem
corresponding to the exchange corridor. The one-area system
optimises its balancing actions (using a modified DCOPF
calculation in this example) according to the exchange situation,
taking into account intra-zonal grid constraints, and passes
balancing cost information back to the master problem in the form
of a cut.

Iteration 1
Step 1: Initialise all exchange volumes xan

∗  to 0, and all cost
estimates θa

∗ to −∞.
Step 2:
Area 1: Set D4 = x1, 2 = 0 and D6 = x1, 3 = 0. Solving (SP) gives

F1
∗ = 7246, and since F1

∗ > θ1
∗, a cut is added

θ1 ≥ 7246 + 31.90x1, 2 + 31.90x1, 3

In this case, both marginal exchange costs λ1, 2 and λ1, 3 from area 1
take the value 31.90.

Area 2: Set D14 = x2, 1 = 0. Solving (SP) gives F2
∗ = 7643, and

since F2
∗ > θ2

∗, a cut is added

θ2 ≥ 7643 + 39.01x2, 1

Fig. 2  Two-dimensional example of lower bounds on Fa (blue), upper
bounds on Fa (orange), and the unknown true cost function Fa (black)

 

Fig. 3  Test system topology and network models
 

Table 1 Test system data per area
Area Nodes Gen. units Trans. lines Local imbalance
NO1 6 3 11 38 MW
NO2 14 5 20 120 MW
SE3 9 3 9 189 MW

 

Table 2 Test system data per tie-line
Tie-line External node Exchange cap.
NO1-NO2 Node 4 10 MW
NO2-NO1 Node 14 150 MW
NO1-SE3 Node 6 50 MW
SE3-NO1 Node 9 150 MW
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Area 3: Set D9 = x3, 1 = 0. Solving (SP) gives F3
∗ = 5216, and since

F3
∗ > θ3

∗, a cut is added

θ3 ≥ 5216 + 24.04x3, 1

The evaluated balancing costs ∑a ∈ A Fa
∗ = 20105 provide an upper

bound on the total balancing cost.
Step 3: We have ∑a Fa

∗ > ∑a θa
∗ + ϵ, and at least one new cut

was added, hence the exchange values xan
∗  were not optimal.

Iteration 2
Step 1: Solving (MP) with the updated list of cuts yields

θ∗ = (2780, 7252, 8823) for x1, 2
∗ = 10 and x3, 1

∗ = 150. New lower
bound: ∑a ∈ A θa

∗ = 18856.
Step 2: Subproblem evaluation yields F1

∗ = 4802, F2
∗ = 7256,

F3
∗ = 9598. New cuts

θ1 ≥ 4802 + 0.0x1, 2 + 0.0x1, 3

θ2 ≥ 7639 + 38.28x2, 1

θ3 ≥ 4441 + 34.38x3, 1

New upper bound: ∑a ∈ A Fa
∗ = 21656.

Step 3: We have ∑a Fa
∗ > ∑a θa

∗ + ϵ, and at least one new cut
was added, hence the exchange values xan

∗  were not optimal.
Iteration 3
Step 1: Solving (MP) with the updated list of cuts yields

θ∗ = (5173, 7256, 7019) for x1, 2
∗ = 10 and x3, 1

∗ = 75. New lower
bound: ∑a ∈ A θa

∗ = 19448.
Step 2: Subproblem evaluation yields F1

∗ = 5191, F2
∗ = 7256,

F3
∗ = 7213. New cuts

θ1 ≥ 7220 + 31.22x1, 2 + 31.22x1, 3

θ3 ≥ 5022 + 29.21x3, 1

New upper bound: ∑a ∈ A Fa
∗ = 19660.

Step 3: We have ∑a Fa
∗ > ∑a θa

∗ + ϵ, and at least one new cut
was added, hence the exchange values xan

∗  were not optimal.
Iteration 4
Step 1: Solving (MP) with the updated list of cuts yields

θ∗ = (4802, 7256, 7577) for x1, 2
∗ = 10 and x3, 1

∗ = 87.5. New lower
bound: ∑a ∈ A θa

∗ = 19 635.
Step 2: Subproblem evaluation yields F1

∗ = 4804, F2
∗ = 7256,

F3
∗ = 7582. New cuts

θ1 ≥ 7204 + 31.00x1, 2 + 31.00x1, 3

θ3 ≥ 4952 + 30.07x3, 1

New upper bound: ∑a ∈ A Fa
∗ = 19642.

Step 3: We have ∑a Fa
∗ > ∑a θa

∗ + ϵ, and at least one new cut
was added, hence the exchange values xan

∗  were not optimal.
Iteration 5
Step 1: Solving (MP) with the updated list of cuts yields

θ∗ = (4802, 7256, 7584) for x1, 2
∗ = 10 and x3, 1

∗ = 87.5. New lower
bound: ∑a ∈ A θa

∗ = 19 642. No new cuts are added in this iteration,
and the solution is optimal.

Solution summary: In this example, the first iteration is
calculated with zero exchange, thereby providing the balancing
costs and marginal prices from using only local balancing. For the
global optimum, the procedure needs four full iterations (cf. Figs. 4
and 5) to find optimal exchange values. With a higher tolerance ϵ,
three iterations would suffice. Marginal balancing costs on each
side of the non-congested link between NO1 and SE3 have almost
converged to around 30–31 €/MWh, whereas marginal costs are
around 38 €/MWh on the NO2 side of the NO1–NO2 link, thus it is

used at full capacity. Also, for illustration, the cuts generated for
area SE3 are included in Fig. 6. Cuts generated for area NO1 are
shown in Fig. 7, requiring a 3D projection as the area has two
exchange dimensions. 

Fig. 4  Exchange volumes xan
∗  suggested by (MP) in each iteration

 

Fig. 5  Upper and lower bounds on total balancing activation cost
 

Fig. 6  Cuts representing balancing costs in SE3 for different exchange
volumes

 

Fig. 7  Cuts representing balancing costs in NO1 for different exchange
volumes
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5 Discussion
The proposed distributed approach serves as an alternative method
to a zonal optimisation with bid filtering, with its main advantage
being the efficient handling of intra-zonal constraints. Regardless
of implementation, pre-filtering balancing bids reduces social
welfare. TSOs will in some cases detect balancing energy bids that
can be used safely only under specific flow conditions. As
exchange flows are unknown, the TSO can decide to make such
bids unavailable to avoid internal congestion. When the safe flow
conditions occur, these bids are underutilised. If such bids are made
available and the safe flow conditions do not occur, the solution to
the optimisation problem will be infeasible, and the exchange
flows will generally be suboptimal. By distinguishing between an
exchange problem and multiple dispatch problems, all resources
can be considered available without taking the risk of infeasible
dispatch solutions.

The distributed method carries fundamental implications. A
distinction between exchange and dispatch gives each TSO an
active role in the optimisation. In the distributed balancing
optimisation algorithm, the platform's ability to identify optimal
exchange volumes depends not on available balancing bids, but
rather on TSOs’ evaluations of their total and marginal balancing
costs under different exchange scenarios. This shifts computational
workload and also responsibility to the TSOs.

A distributed, iterative solution procedure is elegant, but also
poses potential challenges. The balancing cost cuts provide an
approximate representation of the true balancing costs in each area
given different exchange volumes. The iterative procedure
gradually refines these representations by adding more cuts, until
the balancing cost estimation is representative. Moreover, the
procedure will produce a feasible solution (as well as a lower
bound) in each iteration, since the TSOs’ response to a given
exchange scenario is evaluated. Although the number of iterations
required to reach a global optimum is limited, it is nevertheless
unknown. Even if subproblems are evaluated promptly and
efficiently, the exchange optimisation algorithm would still be
vulnerable to communication delays or numeric instabilities
causing slow convergence.

Pre-generating cuts provides a head start, but generally not an
optimal solution. By solving the single-area subproblem for a set of
different exchange scenarios and submitting the resulting cuts to
the exchange optimisation, the balancing cost representation can be
pre-refined. Solving the exchange problem using pre-refined cost
representations can lead directly to a solution close to the true
optimum. The direct solution will generally be an underestimation
of the true balancing costs, and unless more cuts can be added, the
exchange volumes will not be guaranteed to be optimal. The
underestimation is bounded, however. An upper bound on the true
balancing costs for a given exchange situation can be found as the
minimum cost convex combination of already evaluated exchange
scenarios.

Analysing computational performance is not the focus of the
case study, however such insight could be obtained by running the
algorithm on networks of realistic size. This would also allow
direct comparison between the iterative solution and the cut
pregeneration procedures, and possibly also against other methods,
including bid filtering. Moreover, some markets allow complex bid
structures, such as linked or indivisible bids, which introduce
integer variables in the subproblems. Investigating methods for
efficiently incorporating non-convex subproblems in the distributed
balancing optimisation is of therefore also of interest in future
work.

6 Conclusions
An integrated European balancing market needs to efficiently
identify the optimal balancing actions in terms of activation and
cross-border exchange of balancing energy. The European
legislation strongly favours a zonal network representation, and
there is political opposition against moving to a nodal system. Yet
the aggregated network representation fails to effectively manage
congestion within market areas, leading to inefficiencies and
infeasible network flows. The methodology presented in this article

allows for more detailed network representations to be used
efficiently in the balancing energy optimisation without
abandoning the overarching zonal market structure. Decomposing
the system into smaller network areas, the computational effort to
identify the optimal bid activation volumes can be parallelised by
distributing it across several local subproblems. A master problem
searches for optimal cross-zonal balancing exchange flows to
minimise total balancing costs, doing so without information on
bids or intra-zonal network constraints, but rather using
information from the subproblem solutions using a cutting-plane
method. The decomposition also allows flexibly integrating areas
with network models of different scales and detail levels. The
numeric example with a small number of cuts and iterations
demonstrates the elegant iterative procedure, although near-optimal
solutions can also be identified directly by pre-generating cuts.
Open questions remain regarding convergence properties and
approximation accuracy of the cutting-plane approach proposed in
this paper, but the distributed solution structure gives TSOs a more
active role, and handles intra-zonal network constraints more
efficiently than alternative methods.
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